Quint Fontana is the creation of comedian/actor Andy Davies.
A washed up, alcoholic, former 80’s pop star forever chasing past glories.
Quint Fontana is now a man trying to find his place in the world. A world which he finds
harder to understand with each passing day and each hit song by ‘whatever passes for pop
music these days’.
Quint has seen it all in a 30-year career. Early success of his seminal hit single ‘Girl Girl Girl
Girl Girl (You’re the Only Girl in the World) - a song described by NME at the time as
‘unforgettable, and not in a good way. Three failed marriages, numerous bouts of rehab
(Quint is the only person in the UK to have a Priory Clinic loyalty card) running feuds with among others - Andi Peters, Coleen Nolan, Nick Ross and nine members of Kool and the
Gang, trouble seems to follow Quint around.
Fontana has also been the victim of a number of scurrolous rumors about his private life, with
Phillip Schofield once famously commenting ‘The fact that Operation Yewtree has never
caught up with him defies both belief and logic’
Through it all however he has remained a prolific recording artist with top thirty hits in
Estonia, Gabon and Corsica and it is this back catalogue which has sustained his performing
career.
Recently Quint has branched out into comedy (quite probably unbeknown to himself) and
hosted a number of his own shows including 2 well received Edinburgh festival runs.
Nowadays he continues to perform live, regularly hosting both The Comedy House Party at
the Queens Head in Angel and Musical Bingo at Pop Brixton. He has also worked as a warm
up for ITV’s Celebrity Juice, hosts numerous corporate events and has his own creation, the
hit Karaoke Gong Show ‘Karaoke Rumble’ which runs in several venues across London.
Book him at your peril, but book him all the same.
‘Fresh, new, raucously entertaining’ - The Guardian
‘Fontana has funny bones’ - Chortle
‘Expect comedy, and utter chaos - Time Out

Click here for performance video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iNr8RaMqfXA

